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In a recent series of papers, N. Hayashi and T. Ozawa have studied the 
Cauchy problem and the theory of scattering for the Schrodinger-Hartree 
equation 
iti= -&Au+ V,u+(V,* lul*)u, (1) 
where u is a complex valued function defined in space time OX”+ ‘, the upper 
dot denotes the time derivative, A is the Laplace operator in KY, V, and V2 
are two real functions, with V, even, and * denotes the convolution in R” 
[ 141. One of the tools used to obtain a priori estimates of the solutions of 
(1) is an identity satisfied by those solutions and involving in particular the 
L*-norms of their second order derivatives (see (3.87) of [2] and (2.27) of 
[3]). However, the formal (algebraic) proof of that identity, given in [2], 
is rather complicated. Here we give a simple proof of the same identity. We 
assume sufficient smoothness and decrease at infinity throughout and con- 
centrate on the algebraic part of the derivation. Following and extending 
the notation of [2], we introduce the new function 
v(t, x) = exp( - iX2/2t)z4( t, x). (2) 
If u satisfies Eq. (1 ), v satisfies 
it;= --fAv+ YI~+(V2* ~~]~)v+t-‘Av, (3) 
where A is the operator: 
A= -(i/2)(x.V+V.x). (4) 
We define g=V,+g,, p=Iu(*=JvI*, g2=V2*p, and H=-jA+g, so 
that Eq. (3) can be rewritten as 
id = (H+ tr’A)v. (5) 
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The identity of interest can be expressed equivalently in terms of u or v. We 
give its expression in terms of v, which looks simpler. 
PROPOSITION. Let v be u (sufficiently smooth) solution of (3). Then v 
satisfies the identity 
1 
= -2t-1~(~2*V~).V~+4t~1Re((~,+~2rp)u,Hv) 
- I (V, * Im(vdv))(lVvl*+2gp), (6) 
where (1. )I denotes the norm and ( ., . ) the scalar product in L2 = L2( [W”), all 
integrals are taken in W, and vi = Vi + jx . VV, for i = 1,2. 
Proof We compute 
i llHvlJ2=2 Re(Hti+fiv, Hv) 
=2Re((-iH(H+t-‘A)+g)v, Hv) 
= 2t-’ Re((i[A, H] + tg)u, Hv) 
=2t-’ Re((d +x.Vg+ tg)v, Hv) 
= -4t-’ IIHvI(‘+2t-‘Re((2g+x.Vg+tg)v, Hv), (7) 
where we have used the fact that H and A are formally self-adjoint, and the 
commutation relations i[A, A] = -24 and i[A, h] =x .Vh for any 
function h (identified with the operator of multiplication by that function). 
Now 
so that (7) can be rewritten as 
(%,4t-1) IIHvl12=4t-‘Re((P,+8,*p)v,Hu) 
+2t-’ Re((V, * (V.(xp)+tP))v, Hu). (8) 
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Now it follows from (3) that 
~=2Re~d=2Im~(H+t-‘A)o 
= -ImCdu-t-‘ReC(x-V+V.x)u 
= -Imfido-tP’V.(xp) 
while 
(9) 
2 Re v(Hu) = -+dp + jVu1’ + 2gp (10) 
so that the second term on the right hand side of (8) can be rewritten as 
- (V, * (Imi7du))(lVu12+2gp) s 
; j(v**p)Ap-It-1 j(V,*V.(xp))Ap. -- (11) 
Now 
-;j(v,*P)Ap=~j(v**v~).vp=~-$j(v2*vp).vp (12) 
while 
j  ( v2 * v ’ txP)) dP = j  ( v2 * vj(xjP))viviP9 
with the convention that repeated indices should be summed over, 
. . . = - I Cvj v2 * vi(xjP))viP 
=- j  PC/2 * PI ‘vPpj Cvj v2 * xjviP)viP 
=- j(v,*vp).vp+;j(x.vv**vPpP (13) 
by using the fact that VV, is odd. Substituting (12) and (13) into (11) and 
the resulting expression into (8) yields (6) immediately. Q.E.D. 
The identity of interest (namely (3.87) of [2] and (2.27) of [3]) is obtained 
from (6) by multiplying by 4t4 and, if so desired, integrating over t and/or 
coming back to u (in particular V Au = - tr*U(x + itV)‘u). 
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